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Abstract— nowadays, several non-automatic or semi-automatic software architecture evaluation methods have been proposed to evaluate their quality attributes as availability. In spite of their applicability, they are not effective in self-adaptive software architectures due to their off-line properties; e.g., scenario-based methods. Since the architectural tactics provide a bridge between architectural designs and quality attributes, they have sufficient potential to resolve this problem. In this paper, we assume that the software architecture is completely composed of some architectural patterns. Then we propose an automated evaluation method which composes the architectural tactics and the patterns to measure the availability of software architectures. In this method, the composition of a few availability tactics and patterns are simulated with appropriate probability distribution functions. To predict the availability of patterns, a data mining approach is applied to these simulated models to generate training models for each combination of tactics and patterns. Furthermore, a utility function is defined to compute the availability of systems by these models in O(n) where n is the number of patterns of systems. This method improves the data gathering and analysis activities of the SASSY (Self-Architecting Software SYstems) framework. To validate our method, we have applied it to the Rapidminer case study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quality attributes are the best criteria for evaluating the quality of software architectures [1]. Even though quality management is an umbrella activity in the software development process, its cost is different from one level of modeling to another. In other words, the cost of the quality management activity will be increased whenever the models become more detailed (e.g., moving from architectural models to design models). Therefore, architectural models enable us to evaluate quality attributes with lower costs [2].

The architecture evaluation methods are categorized as early or late methods to measure the quality of systems at the architectural level. In early methods, architectures are evaluated before the implementation step in the software development process, whereas in late methods, this process is postponed to test or execution times [3]. Architectural tactic composition is a useful evaluation method as it provides a bridge between the architectural design and quality attributes to predict, control, and satisfy the quality of software architectures [4]. This method has sufficient capability to provide an early or late method when it is merged with scenario-based, experience-based, or simulation-based methods; e.g., ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) is a scenario-based evaluation method which is improved by architectural tactics [2].

The best advantage of the tactic composition methods is highlighted in self-adaptive software architectures due to their dynamic and automatic properties. These systems are usually mapped to a composition of architectural patterns; e.g., SASSY (Self-Architecting Software SYstems) is a self-architecting framework which applies an appropriate pattern composition to the software architecture in order to maintain the quality of SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) [5, 6]. Hence, the pattern and tactic composition methods are appropriate methods for evaluating the quality of self-adaptive software architectures.

Although various architecture evaluation methods have been proposed recently [3], no tactic-based automated methods have been presented to predict the availability of self-adaptive architectures. In this paper, the composition of architectural tactics and patterns is simulated by taking advantage of Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) and the queuing theory [7] to resolve the aforementioned problem. Due to the complexity of these simulations, there is no mathematical formula to compute its availability. Thus, numerous scenarios are applied to these simulations to create a dataset. This dataset is then used to predict the availability of patterns by employing a data mining technique.

It is supposed that components send or respond messages with the Gaussian Probability Distribution Function (GPDF); e.g., while clients send requests to a server, it responds them with a GPDF rate. Results show that the relation between PDFs of components of patterns and the availability metrics can be modeled as declared previously by Kazman [8]. Therefore, this paper provides a utility function to represent the relation between the availability of patterns and their components. This utility function evaluates the quality of self-adaptive software architectures when their structures are imagined as a hierarchy of architectural patterns.

Our previous works [9, 10, 29] have proposed Fuzzy logic, AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) and Genetic algorithms to select the best composition of architectural patterns and a prototype have implemented. As they improve the planning activity of the SASSY framework, this paper enhances its data gathering and analysis activities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a more detailed explanation of architectural patterns, availability tactics, and their compositions. Section 3 describes related work. Section 4
II. ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS AND TACTICS

A. Architectural Patterns

Architectural patterns are practical solutions for a specific problem in a certain context [11]. The quality measurement is one of these problems which addressed in self-adaptive software architectures when they monitor the context of systems to analyze their quality in run time [12]. To this aim, pattern composition methods have been proposed recently to quantify the quality attributes. More specially, patterns influence certain quality attributes according to some criteria such as cohesion or coupling of interactions [13, 14, 15].

B. Availability Tactics

Tactics are design decisions which control the quality of the architecture. They generally support the following three activities: 1) measuring certain quality attributes, 2) preventing systems from quality damages, and 3) recovering quality attributes [2]. Although they support several activities, this paper focuses on the quality measurement activity. Moreover, specific tactics are proposed for certain quality attributes. As mentioned in some literatures like [2] and [4], the availability attribute involves prevention, recovery and fault detection tactics. Fault detection tactics, such as Ping-Echo, Heartbeat, Exception and Voting [16, 2, 4], are just measurement tactics to quantify the availability of the software architecture. The functionality of both components and connectors are affected when tactics are applied to the software architecture [17]. RBML is a UML-based modeling language to describe these manipulations [18]. More specifically, RBML describes tactics as components and connectors with a specific functionality. Hence, availability tactics have been modeled in the RBML-P1 add-in component by Kim [19].

C. Composing Architectural Tactics and Patterns

The combination of tactics and patterns provides a basis for assessing the quality of self-adaptive software architectures. Various approaches have been offered recently to formalize this combination. For example, formal architectural map has been introduced in [20, 21] to transparently exhibit collaborations among tactics and patterns.

Some methods have been proposed to customize the architectural patterns with availability tactics due to their component-based structures. Moreover, the relationship among tactics, patterns, and quality attributes has been diagnosed in [17, 22]. They show the major operations to customize patterns according to the tactics. In this regard, six operations for implementing, replicating, adding (out of pattern), adding (in the pattern), modifying, and deleting are introduced for components or connectors. Moreover, they measure the difficulty of implementing tactics in architectural patterns.

III. RELATED WORK

Although researchers are proposing many software architecture evaluation methods, they are not usable for a few software architecture domains such as real-time applications. Therefore, a self-adaptive evaluation method is required to measure the quality of applications in these domains. This section overviews the related works and compares their benefits and defects against our method.

The early evaluation methods such as scenario-based methods cannot support self-adaptive systems due to their offline process. Shanmugapriya and Suresh [23] have surveyed various early evaluation methods. Although, various methods evaluate different aspects of self-adaptive systems, none of them quantify the availability of these systems. Zhu et al. [24] have presented a mining approach which extracts the architectural tactics from the architectural patterns for each quality attribute. Although it measures the quality attributes of patterns, it does not present any prediction methods. Moreover, pattern comparison is a big challenge due to the dependency of tactics to patterns. Paakki et al [25] have proposed a pattern mining approach to detect the architecture patterns from the software architecture. Then, they collect some metrics, such as number of messages, to predict the quality of an architecture. Immonen [26] has provided a reliability and availability approach to predict these quality attributes. This approach maps the reliability and availability requirements into architectural models. Even though, it uses architectural patterns, and provides analytical models such as state-based models to predict the availability and reliability of architectures, it is a case base method. Moreover, it requires more time to predict the availability of software architectures.

IV. PROPOSED AVAILABILITY EVALUATION APPROACH

In this section, a tactic-based method is introduced to evaluate the availability of self-adaptive software architectures. The proposed approach takes advantage of RBML modeling language to describe the composition of tactics and patterns. While RBML explains the major operations of tactics, numerous scenarios are applied to tactics to generate a huge dataset of availability samples. The generated results are enough to make a training model for predicting the availability of patterns.

Figure 1. High level structure of tactic based evaluation method
Fig. 1 depicts a high level structure of the tactic-based evaluation method. While software engineers are constructing the availability models with a repetitive mining process, the SASSY starts the evaluation process to measure the availability of a software architecture by using training models. SASSY follows the MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute) automation model to re-architect the software architecture based on quality attributes. It can start the proposed method to measure the availability of a self-adaptive architecture before re-architecting. In the following, the proposed method is explained in more details.

A. Modeling the Composition of Tactics and Patterns

The corresponding relationships among the components of patterns and the tactics are recognized by software engineers. The patterns are customized with appropriate operations before their combination with architectural tactics. Then, the customized patterns are specifically described with the RBML modeling language. In this paper, the RBML models for composing the patterns of Pipes-and-Filters and Microkernel with the tactics of Ping-Echo and Heartbeat are provided. Moreover, these tactics and patterns are simulated according to the proposed approach in literatures [2, 4, 16, 19, 22].

Pipes-and-Filters is a distributed pattern which basically has at least three components involving two filters and one pipe where filters process the flow of data and the pipe links filters together. Since all Pipes-and-Filters patterns can be produced from a basic one, the Ping-Echo and Heartbeat tactics have been composed with basic Pipes-and-Filters pattern.

Figure 2. RBML model of composing Pipes-and-Filters and Ping-Echo

The RBML model of composing Pipes-and-Filters and Ping-Echo is represented in Fig. 2. Filter1 sends packets in timeinterval periods and waits to receive the corresponding response from the Pipe component. Pipe buffers the packets and diverts them to Filter2. Finally, Pipe routes answers from Filter2 to Filter1. The packet will be dropped whenever this process takes more than the defined threshold.

Figure 3. Simulation of composing Pipes-and-Filters and Ping-Echo

To simulate this composition, it is supposed that Filter1 generates asynchronous packets with a uniform distribution rate while the Pipe component makes some delays and forwards packets to Filter2. Since systems imitate the queuing theory, packets are buffered in a finite queue as Fig. 3 displays. In other words, Filter2 returns packets in periods with a GPDV rate due to the normal behavior of real systems. The Pseudo code of this simulation is given below. This algorithm generates numerous automated scenarios to collect an appropriate dataset for the data mining activity. In order to normalize the simulation results and cover all possible scenarios, scenarios have been limited to distinct ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compose Pipes-and-Filter and Ping-Echo (CPFPE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Set Iteration number and appropriate ranges for Threshold, Queue size, $U_f$, $U_r$'s parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: For i=1 to Iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Initialization: generate random parameters for $U_f$, $U_r$, $N_i$, and random number for Queue size and Threshold with uniform distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: $T_f$<del>$U_f$, $T_r$</del>$U_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: while (stable dropped and received packet curves) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $T_f$~$N_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Drop arrived packets to the full Queue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Drop timed out packets from the Queue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: Filter1 sends a packet with $T_f$ time interval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: Pipe inserts a packet to the Queue with $T_r$ time interval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Filter2 responds to arrived packets with $T_f$ time period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: For each packet if $T_f$+$T_r$&lt;$T$Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Pipe increases received packet numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: Pipe increases dropped packet numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: End Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let packets be produced with $T_f$ and $T_r$ constant delay times in each iteration. Filter2 services queued packets by different $T_s$ while the buffer is receiving packets in a $T_f$+$T_r$ time period. In fact, Filter2 frequently services packets by a GPDF with constant mean and variance till the simulation result is stabilized.

Figure 4. RBML model of composing Pipes-and-Filters and Heartbeat

Fig. 4 depicts the RBML model of composing Pipes-and-Filters and Heartbeat. Filter1 sends packets toward the Pipe component periodically in durations of SendingInterval. Before the Pipe routes packets to Filter2, it updates the heartbeat time by the operation UpdateTime. Based on the Heartbeat definition, Filter2 compares the received time of packet with the previous one to check whether it is alive or not.

This composition has been simulated with the uniform and Gaussian probability distributions. Although it provides the same structure of Pipes-and-Filters and Ping-Echo compositions, it refuses to use the queuing theory due to the Heartbeat behavior. In fact, as Filter2 takes advantage of a single entry buffer to service packets with a GPDF rate, when it receives two packets simultaneously, it just services one packet and drops other.

As the below pseudo code demonstrates, packets are received when the absolute difference between the total delay and the previous receive time is less than the defined threshold. To model the composition of the microkernel pattern and the Ping-Echo tactics, it has been supposed that both client and adapter components are integrated in the adapter component as Fig. 5 depicts.
Compose Pipe-and-Filter and Heartbeat

1: Set Iteration number appropriate ranges for Threshold, \( U_1, U_2, N_i \), \( i \), parameters.
2: For \( i = 1 \) to \( I \):
3: Initialization: generate random parameters for \( U_1, U_2, N_i \), \( i \), and random number for Threshold with uniform distribution.
4: \( T \leftarrow T_i; T \leftarrow T_i \);
5: While (stable dropped and received packet curves) do
6: \( T \leftarrow N_i \);
   Execute one of the following statements with minimum time
7: Filter1 sends a packet with \( T \);
8: Pipe forwards a packet to Filter2 with \( T \);
9: For each packet \( T > T \), previous received time < Threshold
10: Filter2 increases received packet numbers.
11: else
12: Filter2 increases dropped packet numbers.
13: End Program

Adapter sends packets to External Server and Microkernel components directly while Internal Server receives packets indirectly. Microkernel spends some time to divert packets to Internal Server from the Microkernel.

Figure 5. RBML model of composing microkernel and Ping-Echo

In addition, as depicted in Fig.6. Microkernel and Ping-Echo composition is simulated with three queues. This model utilizes the queuing theory while queues work independently. In other words, while the Adapter is sending packets, router decides to dispatch packets among queues with specific probabilities. Then, Microkernel, Internal, and External Server will respond to packets by a GPDF rate. Although Microkernel answers packets rapidly, it takes a little time for Internal and External Servers to respond packets due to their physical distance in real networks.

Figure 6. Simulation of composing microkernel and Ping-Echo

To predict the availability of the Microkernel pattern, the received and dropped packets are computed for Microkernel, Internal, and External Services separately as depicted in Fig.6. Finally, they are integrated to measure the availability of the Microkernel pattern.

Moreover, the composition of Heartbeat and Microkernel has been simulated with two independent scenarios. As represented in Fig.7, Adapter sends packets with the uniform distribution where Microkernel either responds to packets with a GPDF rate as previous simulations, or forwards them to the Internal Server.

Figure 7. Simulation of composing microkernel and Heartbeat

B. Data Mining Process

Data mining process is a repetitive activity which gathers datasets, prepares them, generates training models, and reanalyzes results. Accuracy of learning relies on several conditions such as the way datasets have been prepared, and the learning algorithms applied to training datasets. Therefore, this process improves training models based on the previous learning experiences. In the following, we describe how the data mining process has made highly accurate models for the aforementioned compositions of patterns and tactics. The following steps are followed in this process:

- Scenario Execution. This activity applies different simulation scenarios to generate training data. The input and output simulation parameters, including Threshold, Queue Size, \( U_1, U_2, U_3 \), \( N_i \) received time, and Drop Time make up the dataset features. We have divided input parameters into inner (which are set in the nested loop) and outer (other inputs) parameters in the aforementioned algorithms. Number of dropped and received packets will be stabilized when numerous scenarios with fixed inner parameters are applied to simulation models. As Table1 shows, the maximum fluctuation of received and dropped packets is less than \( 10^6 \) when they are stable.

- Preprocessing the Availability of Tactics & Patterns. To predict future events, the data mining process analyzes datasets to learn models. Besides, anomalies, null values, correlations, and outliers are common events in datasets which reduce the training accuracy. We have cleaned the simulation datasets by some preprocessing methods, like duplicate removal, anomaly reduction and type conversion methods. Moreover, we have labeled ReceivedPacket feature to make a classification model in the next step. Thus, we have converted this feature to polynomial values.

- Learning Model. This activity learns a training model when it provides a learning algorithm to analyze data relationships. Since the data mining process has been implemented in the Rapidminer (http://rapidminer.com) application, we have chosen the classification algorithm of this application to learn the simulation models. Although different classification models have been examined in next iterations, we explored that Neural Network algorithms have highest accuracy in comparison with other algorithms as table1 shows. Moreover, recall, precision, and f-measure are other criteria that we use in our evaluations of models.

- Post Processing. The results of the evaluation show that both Ping-Echo on Microkernel and Heartbeat on Microkernel (Internal Component) have the lowest precisions against other simulations. By analyzing results with visualization methods, some classes consisting of a few records were
found. Although these classes could be removed by sampling, we would like to propose an appropriate algorithm to handle this challenge without dropping scarce scenarios in the future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Evaluating Simulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping-Echo on Pipe-Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping-Echo on Microkernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartbeat on Pipe-Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartbeat on Microkernel (External Component)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartbeat on Microkernel (Internal Component)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

As supposed that architects take advantage of pattern-based designing approaches, each subsystem will be designed by a distinct pattern where its components completely develop functionalities of the corresponding subsystems. While architects are thinking about system of systems, architectures will be produced by a hierarchical structure of patterns.

As Fig.1 depicts, SASSY analyzes the base architecture to map its components into appropriate patterns. By the previous assumption, software architectures are designed by a hierarchical structure of patterns where the root pattern distributes subsystems among its components.

As Fig.8 depicts, patterns are decomposed into several patterns except those that occur in the leaves. In fact, the decomposition of leaf patterns generates design patterns whereas the design models are out of the scope of architectural models.

While we have supposed that components send requests or respond them by specific PDFs, the self-adaptive systems analyze components to explore basic parameters of their PDFs. In fact, they recognize the average and variance of components where they imitate the GPDF. Besides, they explore the uniform distribution function value where components either send or respond to packets with this function.

To measure the total availability, the hierarchical structure of patterns is traced with a post order search. Therefore, the availability of subsystems is measured before their parent. While supposed that each subsystem is designed by an architectural pattern, its corresponding training model is fetched from the library model. To predict the availability of a pattern, the PDF of that pattern and its parameters are required. The PDF of aforementioned patterns is GPDF because the Ping-Echo and Heartbeat messages go through the independent components of patterns. Therefore, if \( N(\mu, \sigma) \) is the GPDF of \( i^{th} \) component then \( N(\mu, \sigma) \) is the GPDF of pattern with the following parameters [27]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu &= \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{Components of pattern}} \mu_i}{|\text{Components of pattern}|} \\
\sigma^2 &= \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{Components of pattern}} \sigma_i^2}{|\text{Components of pattern}|}
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, self-adaptive systems make use of (1) to measure the total quality of patterns with regard to their components. This process continues to compute the availability of the root pattern which represents the quality of the system.

A. Case Study

Rapidminer is a platform that provides an environment for data mining [28]. In this study, we reverse engineered this application with the Enterprise Architect to extract its class diagram. Then, we selected the main operator classes. As Fig.9 depicts, this subsystem is produced with the Microkernel and Pipes-Filters patterns. To explore the GPDF parameters of these components, we ran sample data mining projects on a five-core system with 2.66 GHz CPU and 4.00 GB of RAM and stored the execution time of components. The average results are summarized in Table2. Moreover, we enhanced the components with 3 threads to implement a queue with 3 entries. To explore the values of \( D_b, D_x, D_v, T_p \) and \( T_f \) we have computed the delay between components. In addition, we have supposed that ping request must be receive lower than 5000µs time. The comparison between the results of the Ping-Echo tactic on the entire subsystem and our method illustrated that our method can predict the availability of this case study with a precision of more than 67%.

\[
\begin{align*}
AV_b &= \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{Components of pattern}} AV_i \cdot \beta \in \text{Leaf}} {\sum_{i \in \text{Components of pattern}} \beta \in \text{Leaf}} \\
\text{Where} \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
i \in \text{subsystem} \\
AV_i \leq 1 \\
T_i \leq 1
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]
**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

Self-adaptive architectures demand on evaluating the quality of the system in a short period of time. According to the SASSY framework, software architecture can be completely designed by a collection of patterns. This paper introduced an automated quality evaluation method that composes availability tactics and patterns with the RBML modeling language. Simulating RBML models with PDFs will result in useful datasets that can be applied in a data mining process to create a library of training models. The results illustrate that composing Ping-Echo and Heartbeat tactics with Microkernel and Pipes-and-Filters patterns make highly accurate models. Moreover, a mathematical formula to estimate the availability of an architecture by using training models was suggested. Applying the proposed method on a subsystem of the Rapidminer application shows that it can predict its availability with a permissible precision. In the future work, we want to expand the aforementioned method for other availability tactic and pattern compositions, quality attributes, and PDFs. Moreover, our future work purpose is development of a self-adaptive tool that endures the proposed method.
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